
BELL SYSTEM PRACTICES
Plant Series

SECTION 030-115-701
Issue 2, September, 1961

AT&TCo Standard

ELECTRIC STOP CLOCK

KS-14235

REQUIREMENTS AND ADJUSTING PROCEDURES

1. GENERAL

1.01 This section covers the KS-14235,
List 1, List 2 and List 3 electric

stop clocks.

1.02 This section is reissued to incorpo-
rate material from the addendum in its

profierlocation.

1.03 Reference shall be made to Section
020-010-711 covering general require-

ments and definitions, for additional
information necessary for the proper
application of the requirements listed
herein.

*1.04 Asterisk: Requirements are marked
with an asterisk (*) when to check

for them would necessitate the dismant-
ling or dismounting of the apparatus, or
would affect the adjustment involved or
other adjustments. No check need be ❑ade
for these requirements unless the part is
made accessible for other reasons or its
performance indicate that such a check
is advisable.

1.05 One dip of oil for the purpose of
this section is the amount of oil

retained on a KS-14164 brush after being
dipped into the oil to a depth of 3/8”

CON

and then scraped on the edge
tainer to remove the surplus
should not be sufficient oil
the brush to form a drop on “
the bristles.

1.06 The normal (unoperated

of the con-
oil. There
adhering to
he end of

position of
the control”knob of the KS-14249

switch is that position in which the white
dot on the knob is toward the cord.

1.07 The operated position of the control
knob of the KS-14249 switch is the

position of the knob when it has been
turned 90° in a clockwise direction from
the normal position.

1.08 The reset position of the control
knob of the KS-14249 switch is the

position of the knob when it has been
turned counterclockwise from the normal
position as far as it will go.

& REQUIREMENTS

2.oi Cleaning: The electric stop clock
shall be cleaned when necessary

accordance with approved procedures.

KS- 14249,LIST3SWITCH -J

FIG 1- KS-14235STOP CLOCK

(LIST 3 ILLUSTRATED)
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SECTION 030-115-701

T

2.02 Lubrication

(a) The points listed below shall be
adequately lubricated with S-7Q70

011. When lubrication Is necessary,
one dlp shall be divided between 2 or
3 of the followingpoints:

Hairpin Clutches - Fig. 2(A);
apply to wiresand clutch gr~oves.

Bearings of Reset Mechanism Llnkage-
Flg. 3(A).

Bearings of’Reset MechanismRollers-
Fig. 3(B).

(b) RecommendedLubricationIntervals:
After turnover it Is recommended

that the parts 15.stedabove be lubri-
cated at intervalsof one year. This
intervalmay be extended if perlodlc
Inspectionshave indicatedthat local
conditionsare such as to Insure that
the requirementswill be met during
the extended interval.

2.03 Freedom of Movement

●(a) A1l moving parts shall be free
from bind.

Gauge by eye and feel.

(b) The elapsed-time,split-second
and totalizlnghands shall not

Interferewith each other or with the
face or crystal in any position.

Gauge by eye.

2.04 Accuracy of Clock Movement: The
clock movement shall not gain or

lose any time during an interval of
100 seconds.

Check the stop clock, after allowing It
to operate for approximately10 minutes,
against an electric clock of known ac-
curacy operatingfrom the same frequency.

2.05 Movement of Elapsed-Time,split-
Second and Totalizlng Hands

(a) With the control knob of the switch
turned to the operated position,

the elapsed-time and split-second
hands shall rotate and the apllt-
second hand shall be in alignment with
the elapsed-time hand, when the clutch
magnets are electrically operated on

Test - 30 MA
Read.lust-28I4A

Gauge by eye.

FIG.2- BRAKING AND CLUTCH
MECHANISM

To check, proceed as follows:
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r KS-14235, LIST I OR 3, STOP CLOCK CIRCUIT

KS-14249 SWITCH

7

35 TYPE TEST SET

GRD.

1

A 2W17A VA R .? BAT. =

CORD T&R
RES.

+–

T F!%
M.A.

No.
238A

CONT. KEY

JACK
=
v

20V A.C ~

SPLIT-SECOND
CLUTCH

Fig. 1+- Arran ement for TestingMain Clutch and Split-secondClutch Magnets on
KS-14$35,Liets 1 and 3 Stop Clocks -

List 1 and 3 Clocks - Fi . 4: Connect
a 2W1’(Acord to a No. 238A jack usin

8KS-62’(8connecting clips. Connect 4 V
battery and ground to the BAT and GRD
terminals of the jj type test set.
Connect 20V AC to the No. 238A jack by
means of KS-6278 connecting clips as
shown in Fig. 4. Insert the 2W17A
cord into the T & R jack of the test
set and the No. 304A plug of the clock
into the No. 238A jack. To check the
main clutch, depress the push button
of the switch and rotate the control
knob to the operated position. Adjust

the test set uctil the ammeter indicate
the specified current value. Restore
the knob to the normal position, with
the push button still depressed, and
then rotate the knob again to the oper-
ated position. Observe that theelap~d-
time hand rotates. Restore the knob and
button to normal. Check the split-
second clutch with the switch normal.
Adjust the test set until the ammeter
indicates the specified value. Manu-
ally operate the main clutch and obserus
that the split-second hand rotates in
alignment”with the elapsed-time hand.

L---- KS- 14235,LIST2,5TOP Cl_OcK CIRCUIT _,

2W42A I

CORD

35 TYPE TEST SET

I F
1’

NOTE l-USE SOLlC LINE CONNECTIONS ~

TO sTOP CLOCK WHEN TESTING

OpERATION OF MAIN CLUTCH
NOTE 2- USE DOTTED LINE CONNECTIONS

@’ TIMER

o 2 1 1
MOTOR ~

I l-l
%

MAIN

3
CLUTCH

1
4

RESET

o
4

SOLENOID
A —

>LEFT TERMINAL
BLOCK VIEWED *
FROM RFAR SPLIT-SECONO

TO STOP cLOCK WHEN TESTING CLUTCH
OPERATION OF SPLIT-SECOND C.LUTCH

Fig. S - Arrangementfor TestingMain Clutch and Split-secondClutch Magnets
KS-14235,List 2 Stop Clocks

48v
O.c.

20V.
A.C

sRD.

RIGHT
TERMINAL

BLOC K

on
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SECTION 030-115-701

List 2 Clocks - Fig. 5: Connect the
35 type teet set to the specified
terminalblock on the clock frame
using a 2W42A cord and connectingthe
cord as shown by the solid or dotted
lines dependingon the clutch being
checked. Then connect the specified
AC and DC voltages to the other termi-
nal block. Adjust the test set until
the ammeter Indicatesthe specified
current value. Open the circuit to
stop the clock hand or hands; then
close it again. If checking the main
clutch, observe that the elapsed-time
hand rotates and if checking Lhe spllt-
aecond clutch, observe that the split-
second hand rotates in alignment with
the elapsed-timehand.

(b) Fig. 6(A): When the control knob
of the switch shown in Fig. i’is

depressed from its operated position
or when the button of the switch shown
in Fig. 8 IS depressed while the con-
trol knob is in the operated position,
the split-secondhand shall stop with-
out interruptingthe travel of the
elapsed-timehand. When the control
knob or the button is released, the
split-secondhand shall realign itself
with the elapsed-timehand. This re-
quirement shall apply when the clutch
magnets are electricallyoperated on

Test -30MA
Ei@&K-28~

To check the magnets, proceed as
covered in (a).

This requirementshall be checked
within the first 50 seconds of the ,
movement of the hands from the normal
position and again within 50 to 100
seconds of the movement of the hands
from the normal position.

Note: The split-second hand may
not realign itself with the
elapsed-time hand if it is re-
leased when it is 18o” from the
elapsed-timehand. In this
case, stop the split-second
hand and allow the elapsed-time
hand to rotate further before
releasing the split-secondhand
again.

(c) When the control knob of the
switch is turned to the reset

position, the hands shall restore to
the normal position.

Note: The hands may not restore
to normal when the elapsed-
time hand is between 48-52 on
the seconds dial. In this case
start the clock and allow the
elapsed-timehand to rotate

TOTALIZING HAND

FACE,1 [(A’[spLFR~

FIG. S - POSITION OF HANDS

beyond 52 before operating the
control knob of the switch to
reset the hands.

(d) Fig. l(A): When the hands restore
to the normal position, the

elapsed-timeand split-secondhands
shall point to the graduated line in-
dicating 100 on the seconds dial and
the totalizinghand shall point to
the graduated line indicating30 on
the 100 seconds dial.

2.06 Position of Reset Mechanism - Fig. 3:
The reset mechanismroller arms shall

restore to their uppermost position when
the control knob of the KS-14249 switch
has been turned to the reset position and
then released.

This requirementis met if the hands of
the clock restore to normal.

2.07 OPeration of Braking Mechanism -
Fig. 2: The braking mechanism shall

stop the associateddisc from revolving
when the associatedarmatures are released.

This requirementis met if the motion of
the split-secondhand is stopped when the
control knob of the switch shown in Fig. ‘[
or the button of the switch shown in Fig. 8
is depressedwhile the knob is in the
operated position,and if the motion of
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1SS 2, SECTION 030-115-701

both the opllt+secondand
hands is stopped when the
II!Irestored to the normal

KS-14249Switch - F1.g.7

42.08 Contact Make

elapsed-time
control knob
position.

(a) Contact springs 3and 4 shall
make when the control knob is

turned to the operated pooition.

Gauge by eye.

(b) Contact springs 1 and 2 shall make
when the knob Is turned to the

reset position.

Gauge by eye.

M-14249, Liat 2 or 3 switch - Fig. 8

*2.11 sprinu Clearanae

(a)With the aantrolknob in the normal
pasition,the alearanaebetween

spring2 and the auter aornerof the aam
shall be

Max 0.012 inah

Gauge by eye.

(b)With the aontrolknob pusheddown to
take up end play and the push button

pulledup, the end of the plungerehall
not tauah spring6.

Gauge by eye.

: Contact springs 5
and eak before the control

knob, when d~Preesed,reachee the limit of
the stroke.

●2.12 SprlruzTenelon
Gauge by eye.

(a) With the control knob in the nor-
●2.1O Contact SPrln~ Tension

. .
mal position, the preesure of

(a)
spring 3 agalnat Ita a880ciated cam

Use

(b)
the operated poaitlonand de- aprlng 2 agalnat Its associated cam

pressed to the limit of the stroke, surface shall be
the tension of sprln~ 6 shall be auf-
flcient to restore the knob to the
operated“po8Ltionand close the con-
tacts of sprlnge 5 and 6 while the Use
knob is lightly retarded by hand. end

There shall be pressure between stiface still be
all closed contacts of

Min. 25 grame
Test - Min. 25 grams Max. 75 grams
H,lust - Min. 30 grams Use the No. 70J gauge applied at the

the No. 70D gauge. end of the spring.

(b) With the control knob in the nor-
With the aontrol knob turned to mal posltlon, the preesure of

Min. 75 grams
Max. 125 grams

the No. 70J gauge applied at the
of the spritlg.

Gauge by eye.

z: 5.LZ’R’NG6
●2.13 Contact Separatlori

(a) With the control knob in the
normal position, the separation

between the contacts of sprlnge 1
and 2 and between the contacts of
springB 3 and 4 shall be

Min. .020”

Ciaugeby eye.

(b) With the push buttonin the central
knob fully depressed,the separation

betweenthe contacteof springs5 and 6
shall be

FIG.7- KS-14249 SWITCH

Min 0.015 inah

Gauge by eye.
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SECTION 030-115-701

*2.14 Contact Pressure

(a) With the push button in the control
knob in the underpressedposition,

springs 5 and 6 shall not break contact
when a pressure of

Min 75 grams

is appliedto spring6.

Use the No. 70J gauge applied adjacent
to the point where the plunger touches
the spring.

SPRING I

7

SPRING 2

7
‘PR’NG5T\ ““N=‘7/

SPRING 3~
PUSH BUTTON f

FIG..S- KS-14249, LIST2 OR 3SWITCH

(b) With the control knob in the oper-
ated position, springs 3 and 4

shall not break contact when a pres-
sure of

Min. 65 grams

Is applied to spring 4.

Use the No. 70J gauge.

(c) With the control knob in the re-
set position, springs 1 and 2

shall not break contact when a pres-
sure of

Min. 65 grams

Is applied to spring 1.

Use the No. 70J gauge.

2.15 Freedom of Movement of Control Knob:
The control knob shall restore

freely to the normal position from the
reset position.

cod. or
SDec. 0,

2-U
417A

U35A

KS-2993

KS-7782

KS-14164

.

70D

70J

neterlalq

Ks-2423

KS-7470

KS-7860

61 4* amd 3/t@ Hex. open
ouble-Emd ?lat Wrench

~th Jaw Pliors

Flat Brush

Panllol Jaw Pliore

No. 4 Art18t8 Show Card
Brush

3R Cabinet Screwdriver

50.0-50 GraB Gauge

0-150 GraB Gauge

Cloth

oil

Petroleum Spirits

Test ADDarat~

Teet Bqulpment in accord-
ance with Fig. 4 or Fig. 5

3.002 It will be necessary to remove
the clock from the container and

the switch from the case to make most of
the adjustments involved. To remove
a List 1 or List 3 clock from the
ccatalner, remove the clock mounting
screws using the 3“ cabinet screwdriver.
Remove the clock, pulling the cords
through the container far enough to
make the adjustments. To remove a
List 2 clock from the container,remove
the clock mounting screws, the screws
on each side of the container near
the rear and the mounting screws of
each terminal block, using the 3n cabinet
screwdriver. Note the positions of the
terminal blocks on the clock mounting.
Remove the clock mechanism through the
rear of the container. To gain access
to the switch, remove the screws of the
switch case using the 3W cabinet screw-
driver and remove the switch from the
case. After the adjust~nte have been
made, securely remount the clock in the
container amd the switch in the case.
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1SS2, SECTION 030-115-701

3.01 Zleaning (Rq. 2.01)

(1) Clean the external parts of the
stop clock with a dry KS-2423

cloth.

(2) To clean the face of a List 1 or
List ~ clock, remove the face

plate by removing the face plate
mounting screws, using the 3“
cabinet screh’driver.Removal of a
List 2 clock from its container,
as outlined in 3.002, exposes the
face. Clean the face with the
KS-2993 brush taking care not to
bend the hands or disturb their
setting. Remount the face plate on
6 List 1 or List 3 clock.

3.02 Lubrication (Rq. 2.02)

(1) Lubricate the various parts with
the specified lubricant applied

with the KS-11+164brush.

3.03 Freedom of Movement (Rq. 2.03)

(1) If parts of the clock appear to
bind, refer the matter to the ,

supervisor.

(2) If the hands bind on each other,
on the crystal or on the face,

remove the face plate of a List 1 or
Liet 3 clock. Removal of a List 2
clock from its containerexposes the
face. Adjust the hands as required
with the No. 485A pliers. Remount the
face plate on a List 1 or List 3 clock.

3.04 Accuracy of C1OCK Movement (Rq.2.04)

(1) If the clock movement fails to
keep accurate time, refer the

matter to the supervisor.

3.05 Movement of Elapsed-Time,Spllt-
Second and TotalizlngHands
lRq. 2.05)

(1) If the movement of the elapsed-
time, split-secondand totallzing

hands is not satisfactory,the trouble
may be due to faulty electricalcon-
nections, to excessive tension on
either or both armature retractile
springs, to a defectiveKS-14249
switch or defective stop clock mecha-
nism.

(2) If the electricalconnectionsare
faulty, correct them as required.

(3) If the hands do not rotate as
specified,when the proper current

Is appll.edto each clutch magnet,
there may be excessive tension on
either or both of the armature retrac-
tile springs. If the elapsed-time

hand does not rotate, decrease the
tension on the rear spring by backing
off the associated armature adjusting
screw locknut with the No. 417A
wrench, and turn the armature adjust-
ing screw in, as required, with the
3“ cabinet screwdriver. Then while
holding the screw in place, tighten
the locknut. If, after this adjust-
ment has been made, the split-second
hand does not rotate in alignment witi
the elapsed-timehand, decrease the
tension on the front armature
retractile spring in the same way.

(4) If the stop clock still aoes not
operate satisfactorily,check

requirements2.08 to 2.10 incluslve
If the switch is like the one shown
in Fig. 7 or requirements2.11 to
2.15 inclusive if the switch is like
the one shown in Fig. 8.

(5) If the stop clock hands do not
reset properly to zero but are

not more than 1/2 second off, the
hands may be adjusted with the fingers
by bending the tip of the hand, using
extreme care, while holding the clock
hand steady near its base.

(6) If the hands when reset are more
than 1/2 second off from zero,

if the degree of misalignmentvaries
from time to time or if the movement
of the hands is otherwise faulty,
refer the matter to the supervisor.

3.06 Position of Reset Mechanism
(Rq. 2.06)

(1) If the reset mechanism roller arms
do not restore to their uppermost

position after being operatedand then
released, the trouble may be due to
bind of the lever shaft in its bear-
ings or to a weak or defective reset
mechanism spring. If binding of the
mechanism is due to dirt or a gummy
substance collecting in the bearings,
flush the bearings with KS-7860 etro-

!leum spirits applied with a KS-1 164
brush. Lubricateas covered in 3.02.
If the movement of the mechanism is
still unsatisfactory,refer the matter
to the supervisor.

3.07 &eration of Brakin~ Mechanism
~q ● 2.07)

(1) If the braking mechanism does not
stop the ass~ciated disc from

i-otating,adjust the armature
adjusting screw out as required with
the 3n cabinet screwdriverwhile
holding the armature adjusting screw
lock nut in place with the No. ft17A
wrench.
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SECTION 030-115-701

KS-14249 Switch - Fig. 7

[

3.08 Contact Make (Rq. 2.08)
3.09 Contact Break (Rq. 2.09)
>.10 Contact Spring Tension (Rq 2.10)

(1) If the contact make or break or
the contact pressure is not satis-

factory, check that the spring clamp-
ing screws are tightened securely.
If tightening the screws does not
correct the condl.tion,adjust the
stationary contact springs as required
with the KS-7782 pliers. Apply the
pliers to the springs as close to the
insulators as possible.

(2) If the knob does not restore pro-
perly to its operated position,

after having been depressed, clean
the knab shaft with a KS-2423 cloth
moistened with KS-7860 petroleum
spirits. If this does not correct
the condition, reduce the tension of
springs 2 and 3 or increase the ten-
sion of spring 6 against the plunger
with the KS-7782 pliers, taking care
that requirement 2.10 Is met. Apply
the pliers to the springs as close to
the Insulators as possible.

(3) If the switch still does not oper-
ate satisfactorily, replace It

with a KS-1424g, List 3 switch.

KS-1424g, List 2 or 3 Switch - Fig. 8

711 Spring Clearance (Rq. 2.11)
3.12 Spring Tension (Rq, 2.12)
3.13 Contact Separation (Rq. 2.13)
3.14 Contact Pressure (Rq. 2.14)
3.15 Freedom of Movement of Control Knob—

(Rq. 2.15)

(1) If any of the switch requirements
are not met, check that the

spring clamping screws are tightened
securely.

(2) Check that the cam shaft of the
knob is free from foreign matter.

If necessary, clean the cam shaft
with a KS-2423 cloth moistened with
KS-7860 petroleum spirits.

(3) If any of the requirements
still are not met, adjust the

contact springs as required with
the KS-7782 pliers. When adjusting
spring 2 for proper clearance at
the outer corner of Its associated
cam, apply the pliers to the spring
so that the tip of the spring may
be bent at a point 5/16” from Its
end. For all other spring adjust-
ments, apply the pliers to the
springs as close to the insulators
as possible.
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